
When do  
you start  
to let go?

Fujitsu  
uSCALE for  
Workplace



Full hardware lifecycle 
management

Always tailored to  
end user personas

Latest products  
and early updates

No ownership or  
disposal burden

On-site support in  
country language

Profitable, safe and easy 

What is  
your why  
Get most out of Fujitsu by:
• Thinking forward and adopting early
• Looking for value-added services 
• Striving for standards and resources
• Growing rampantly at high cashflow
• Questioning CAPEX constructs financially

Overview 

A new way  
to Workplace 
Discover Fujitsu uSCALE for Workplace, the all-
in-one hardware, software and service solution 
bundled to a fixed monthly payment. Whichever 
special needs your ecosystem may have, Fujitsu 
has the flexible setup, that fits all your demands. 
Benefit from our incorporated finance solutions  
to provide up-to-date devices, deployed and 
secured remotely. Mind your core business, we 
do all the rest to enable your employees to work 
more efficient from any place at any time and 
keep IT costs transparent and predictable.

From a tech point of view 

Boost productivity  
from mobile to desktop 
to data center
Speed up digital transformation initiatives  
by outsourcing service and support.  
Fujitsu ensures employer productivity  
and security of digital assets.



Reduced  
costs

Competitive  
leasing 

Flexible payment  
solutions

Switch from  
CAPEX to OPEX

Single sourcing,  
no investment risk

From a finance point of view 

Manage growth  
and free up capital
Rethink outdated procurement models 
with Fujitsu and cut your company’s total cost 
of ownership for employee technology.

Key benefits 

Ahead  
as-a-service

Smart, customizable, predictable 

Devices with
benefits 
Choose from a load of award-winning hardware  

Manage IT-costs and boost productivity –  
from mobile to desktop to data center.

Fujitsu as-a-service offering keeps you ahead of  
competition by simplifying and accelerating financing, 
procurement, deployment and operations of your  
IT-infrastructure. Our leading-edge consulting enables 
your organization, to scale environments from a single 
source – as fast as your markets move.  

Provide home-offices for all, build up new business units 
or upgrade your team capabilities simply as a one stop 
shop.
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About us

Your trusted partner for a sustainable world
We are the 8th largest IT Service provider in world. We are at the leading edge of digital trans- 
formation to make the world more sustainable by building trust in society through innovation.  
We offer a broad range of products, services and solutions, and have approximately  
130,000 employees supporting customers in 180 countries.

scan me!

Visit our website  
now to learn more  

fujitsu.com 

Get started  
to let go

Fujitsu  
uSCALE for  
Workplace


